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ARP 1001 Module Content 
 

This module introduces students to the long‐view of humanity and the planet on which we 
live. It introduces the timeframes and changing environments in which ancient humans 
evolved and dispersed out of Africa, the appearance of our own species and our impact on 
Earth’s climate and environments. The module is taught by lectures and a practical 
programme. 

 
Knowledge gained is assessed during TWO multiple  choice in‐class tests and ONE written 
assessment. The practical programme will introduce students to important analytical skills. 
Bibliographic and literature search skills will be taught to underpin the written assignment 
and to help prepare students for the two in‐class tests. There will be exercises in graphical 
presentation, and the analysis of research data relating to the investigation of early humans. 
Important fieldwork skills, relating to the analysis and documentation of stratigraphy, 
sedimentology and artefacts will also be introduced through the practicals and the fieldtrip. 

 
The  module  co‐ordinator is  Dr Ryan Rabett (e‐mail: r.rabett@qub.ac.uk). If you have any 
problems with the module, please bring them to the module co‐ordinator (at the beginning or 
end of a session, or by email) or see the NBE clerical staff (in the School Office, Elmwood 
Building) and they will try to help you. 

 
 

Teaching Methods 
 

Teaching will be through a combination of lectures, practicals and fieldwork, supported by 
directed reading. As this module includes laboratory and fieldwork elements, those sections 
of the Student Handbook relating to these teaching formats should be read closely. Wear 
appropriate clothing for fieldwork, bearing in mind changeable weather conditions, and bring 
any food, drink and any other necessities for several hours outdoors on the coast. 

 
There will be ONE lecture within each 1‐hour block. Students are expected to take notes 
during lectures. 

 
Practicals will be 90 minutes long and there will be one field excursion in place of the practical 
in Week 5. The complete programme for the semester is at the end of this module guide. If 
student numbers require it, students will be allocated to two groups (G1 and G2) for some 
practicals. If this is the case you will be informed of 
your Group by the module co‐ordinator. Note carefully when your Group will be doing its 
practical (the full Programme is at the end of this guide). 

 
A record will be kept of attendance at lectures and practicals. It is each student’s responsibility 
to sign‐in on each occasion. Students who fail to attend regularly will be 
required to come to a meeting to explain their absences. If lectures or seminars are missed 
due to illness or for other good reason, the pink form available from the School Office  should 
be completed, stating the reason for absence. Supporting independent evidence, such as a 
medical certificate, must be submitted, together with a copy of any written work, if 
appropriate, showing that preparation had been carried out. 



 
Transferable Skills 

 
 

Categories 

 

Employment  Competencies 
Competency  Development Points Module: GAP1001 

LEVEL  1: FOUNDATION Core Supplementary 

 ◦ Communication (written) ◦ Summarising &  communicating information  (e.g. essay‐writing) _X_    
 ◦ Presentation  (verbal & graphic) ◦ Seminar  participation; illustration _X_    
Interpersonal ◦ Collaborative/team‐working ◦ Group work:  approaches & issues in Geog.,  Arch. & Palaeoecol.       

skills ◦ Confidence  & leadership 
◦ Interdisciplinarity 

◦ Engaging with debates 
◦ Incorporation  of Nat.Sci., Humanities, Soc.  Sci., etc.  (intro. to) 

   

_X_ 
_X_ 

   
 ◦ Field‐based team‐work ◦ Field  excursions (introductory) X      

 
 
 

Technical skills 

◦ Computer literacy 
◦ Attention  to detail 
◦ Capacity  to research 
◦ Practical experience 
◦ Landscape‐based 

◦ Management 

◦ Word processing &  numerical  computer skills 
◦ Observation & recognising patterns in data 
◦ Accessing & referencing information  from  relevant sources 
◦ Hands‐on  intro. to diff.  types of evid.  & analytical techniques 

◦ Working at different  spatial scales 
◦ Perspectives on  public engagement  (e.g.  who owns the past?) 

_X_    
_X_    
_X_    
_X_    

   _X_ 
      

 
 
 

Productivity skills 

◦ Pro‐active  planning, self‐motivation 
◦ Time management/ multi‐tasking 

◦ Resilience,  tenacity, adapt to change 
◦ Creativity & innovation 
◦ Perspective 
◦ National & International scope 

◦ Self‐directed learning (e.g.  via textbooks) 
◦ Study timetable (+ voluntary/vocational, e.g.  Degree Plus) 
◦ Self‐reflection   (contextualising viewpoints) 

◦ Independent  thinking 
◦ Long‐term  chronologies,  geological,  cultural categorisation 

◦ Global environments,  local‐global  connections in  human society 

_X_    
_X_    

   _X_ 
      

_X_    

_X_    



Subject‐Specific Learning Outcomes 
 

After completing  this  course,  you  will  be  able  to  describe  (i)  the  environmental  and 
chronological context for human evolution; (ii) the timescale for human dispersals; and (iii) 
for ancient human impacts. You will be able to select and present key evidence for long‐term 
environmental change as the context for human evolution. 

 
 

Assessment 
 

TWO Multiple Choice Tests (20%): Each test will consist of 24 questions (two from each 
lecture preceding the test). 

 
Practical Portfolio (40%): Each student will keep a notebook containing notes taken in 
lectures, during the field excursion, and during the nine practicals. In the case of the latter in 
particular, this will include details about what was done, how it was done, results, and 
conclusions – supplemented by conclusions and reflections afterwards. The portfolio should 
include various kinds of material added from the practical or excursion (diagrams, 
illustrations, photographs). Submission of individual portfolios will be to the NBE Office. 

 
Written Assignment (40%): An essay of 1500 words on either of the following titles: 

 

 
Your essay answer should directly address the question, explain what lines of evidence are 
available to answer it, source that evidence, and arrive at a reasoned and supported 
conclusion. The essay must refer to published material (books, journal articles) and include a 
formatted bibliography at the end. 

 
Essays are to be submitted electronically via TURNITIN to the Module Co‐ordinator. Marking 
will be completed, and work returned within 2 weeks of the due‐date for the essay. See your 
Undergraduate Handbook for details about late submission and justification for absence – 
note that unless there are exceptional circumstances work submitted late will be penalised 
in accordance with University policy. 

 
“Students agree that by taking this course all required papers may be subject to submission for textual 
similarity review to iParadigms for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be included 
as source documents in the iParadigms reference database solely for 

‘How did landscape‐change influence the Palaeolithic colonization of Britain?’ 
 

OR 
 

‘There is a long history of climatic and environmental change during the Quaternary. What lines of 
evidence can we use to demonstrate this?’ 



the purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers. Use of the TurnitinUK service shall be subject to 
such Terms and Conditions of Use as may be agreed between iParadigms and the Institution from time 
to time and posted on the TurnitinUK site”  

(Centre for Educational Development, Student Guidance Centre, QUB). 
 

Extensions for students registered with Disability Services 
 

Students who are registered with Disability Services and have as part of their reasonable 
adjustments ‘flexibility with coursework deadlines’ may apply, if necessary, for an extension 
to the coursework submission date. The extension should, normally, be agreed with the 
module  co‐ordinator  in  advance  of  the  published  submission  deadline.  Please  use  the 
‘Reasonable Adjustments Extension Form’ from the School Office. This form will be retained 
by the module co‐ordinator. For further details see: 

http://www.qub.ac.uk/directorates/sgc/disability/FileStore/Filetoupload,628673,en.doc 
 

Principal Reading 
There is no single textbook that covers this module; consequently students are directed 
towards several texts listed below (with access details) are primary sources of information, 
but students are also encouraged and expected to use the subject‐related journals. 

 
Palaeoecology: 
Anderson, D.E., Goudie, A.S. & Parker, A.G. 2007. Global Environments through the Quaternary: 

Exploring Environmental Change. Oxford University Press: Oxford. [2 editions available: 
McClay Floor 1 (GB54.5 GOUD); available at QUB Blackwells] 

Roberts, N. 1997. The Holocene: An Environmental History. (2nd Edition) Blackwell Publishers: 
Oxford. [McClay Floor 1 (GF13 ROBE)] 
Imbrie, J. & Palmer Imbrie, K. 2002. Ice Ages: Solving the Mystery. Harvard University Press: 

Cambridge. [McClay Floor 3 (QE697 IMBR)] 
Lyle, P. 2016. The Abyss of Time: A Study in Geological Time and Earth History. Dunedin: 

Edinburgh (Chapters 6 & 7). [McClay Floor 3 (QE508 LYLE) + ebook; also available at 
QUB Blackwells] 

Benn, D.I. & Evans, J.A. 2013 Glaciers and Glaciation. Routledge: London [Multiple listings: 
McClay Floor 1 (GB2403.2 BENN)] 

 
Archaeology: 
Cook, J. 2013. Ice Age Art: the arrival of the modern mind. British Museum: London. [Multiple 

copies: McClay Floor 2 (N5310 COOK)] 
Jurmain, R., Kilgore, L., Trevathan, W. & Ciochon, R.L. (2014). Introduction to Physical 

Anthropology, 2013–2014 Edition (14th ed.). Independence, Kentucky, USA: Cengage 
Learning. [Multiple copies: McClay Floor 1 (GN60 JURM)] 

Renfrew, C. & Bahn, C. 2016. Archaeology: Theories, Methods, and Practice. Thames & Hudson. 
[Multiple listings and editions: McClay Ground Floor (Short Loan) (CC165 RENF); 
Available at QUB Blackwells] 

Scarre, C. 2013. The Human Past. World prehistory & the development of human societies (3rd ed.). 
Thames & Hudson: London. [Mulitple editions: McClay Floor 1 (CC79.E85 SCAR)] 

Stringer, C. & Andrews, P. 2011. The Complete World of Human Evolution. Thames & Hudson: 
London. [Multiple listings: McClay Floor 1 (GN281 STRI)



 


